
KINGSMOOR CAMP CORSHAM, Wiltshire
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Hi!  I did my POLC in 1961, at that time a very different use/names for the blocks you see on 
this maps, with added function which I don't recognise?

For a start, look at the top right hand corner to see Site of Cliff and Chasm Run and LRLC 
[Leading Rates Leadership School] Assault course?

None of the blocks  [messes?] were named, just numbered. In 1961 plus ↔ all Corsham 
students by class number, lived together in numbered messes whether junior rates or senior 
rates. You will have noted from the page title, that post-war Royal Arthur was Kingsmoor 

Camp and perhaps not as obvious, WW2 Royal Arthur was a training camp in Lincolnshire 
for HO's.  On my course there were twenty two students [one instructor, a bootneck, and 
one course officer, a schoolie]. Eleven were in square rig and eleven in fore and aft rig. Of 

those in square rig, two were provisional PO's [one year from rated until confirmation and 
then into fore and aft rig] leaving nine of us as junior rates including me as a one badge 

killick from H.M. Submarine 'Turpin' wearing my branch W/T badge with a crown above 
signifying that I had passed the Signal School professional Radio Supervisors course. I was 
rated PO in May 1962 having changed submarines to H.M. S/M 'Auriga' and about to go to 

the 6th flotilla based on Halifax Nova Scotia Canada for an eighteen month commission. 
See the photo's at the end of the page of my 1961 course members. As I recall there were 

eight bunks to a room meaning that our class, No 763, took-up three messes!  

In those days I was a keep fit fanatic running up inclines backwards, and when aboard our 
boat, I was never far from my chest expander, the only way to get some exercise in a boat, 

especially a 'T' Class boat. Now, an octogenarian and nigh on sixty years later at the date of 
this page, things are very different?

There was no swimming pool, no bars as I recall, nor anywhere as  many as the obstacle 
courses shown, no squash court, no separate parking for junior rates and senior rates,  no 

favourite toy which was an old fleet air arm plane which we used to shift from here to there 
even over quite sizable obstacles, and other things too, shown or missing!



It is very clear that this Leadership School was designed for leading hands and quite 
separately for petty officers also. In my time it was devoted totally to young established 
petty officer and junior rates on the roster waiting for their B13 to come through. It was a 
six week course packed solid with activities of all kinds, often involving us in several rig 
changes from No1's on the parade ground to sports rig on the sport pitches [on which we 
spent many hours playing hockey, five-a-side football and 8-a-side rugby] to overalls on 
the cliff and chasm course, and all within a few hours of one another. As I am sure all 
leadership courses required, stamina was demanded throughout each and every day, and 
there was no such thing as private space except when we were preparing the two lectures 
we had to give during the course. At 1600 Monday to Thursday, we dropped whatever we 
were doing, raced to our mess for a quick cuppa and a change into sports rig, and then 
mustered for dog watch competitive games in the drill shed until 1800. The games were so 
frenetic and bullish, that I recall several of us spent some time hanging from a wall-bar 
[our sin-bin] for over exuberance in endeavouring to win! Great fun though. It was also 
great fun when come 1630 each Friday, I could jump into my car with two others 
[occasionally three] sharing the petrol cost, to drive to Portsmouth to continue courting 
my girlfriend, now 56 years my wife: married 6th August 1962. 

So for all of you who experienced Royal Arthur [now incidentally in HMS Collingwood] 
enjoy the nostalgia of seeing a plan of the old place known by several names [mainly 
depending upon how physically fit one was?] but chiefly as HMS Royal Arthur or 
Kingsmoor Camp.

If you have time have a look at this page as well
http://www.godfreydykes.info/KINGSMOOR_CAMP.html 
Copy and Paste the URL into your browser!
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